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Abstract 
 
About 70% of the earth is covered by the oceans.  It means, 70% of the earth resources are still 
unexplored for the human use. Energy,  fresh water, minerals and biomass are some of the non-living 
and living resources that can be harvested from the oceans. The development of reliable technologies 
for the sustainable exploration and harvesting of these resources is the need of the hour.  India, with a 
long coastline and vast Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) is realized the importance of the resources 
and launched a mission to develop the technologies needed and to harvest the resources in an 
environmental friendly way. In order to leverage the exploration activities, NIOT has developed seabed 
crawler based mining machine, work-class deep water remotely operated vehicles and in-situ soil 
tester. After carrying out field demonstrations using crawler-based mining machine at about 500m 
water depth, the development of a 6000m depth rated demonstrative polymetallic nodule mining 
machine is underway. Studies such as environmental impact assessment studies and upstream 
metallurgical processes are being studies. Development and operation of Unmanned Submersibles 
like In-situ Soil tester and Deep Water Work Class Remotely Operated Vehicles, Underwater Drill up 
to a depth 5500 metres  placed India in the in the select club of nations to achieve such technology. 
To further augment the exploration capabilities through direct human intervention and to empower the 
nation capacity building in the strategic deep ocean human missions, development of a 6000m depth 
rated manned scientific submersible is underway.. Efforts of the National Institute of Ocean 
Technology (NIOT), an autonomous institute of the Ministry Earth Sciences (MoES), Government,   in 
this endeavour are presented in this presentation.   
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